How to Adjust your Monitor Resolution with a Wyse Thin Client

The size of icons and text on your screen depends on something called “Monitor Resolution” which defines the number of pixels (dots) on your screen across and down.

You can adjust these numbers of pixels to make your icons and text bigger or smaller.

Higher resolutions (higher numbers) result in smaller icons and lower resolutions (smaller numbers) result in larger icons.

The two most typical resolutions for monitors at Brown Mackie College is 1024 x 768 or 1280 x 1024.

1024 x 768 results in larger icons but less desktop space and 1280 x 1024 gives you smaller icons but more desktop space. The size of your monitor resolution is based primarily on personal preference so pick the size that is best for you.

Here is how you change your monitor resolution:

1. Before clicking “Connect” on the Wyse terminal connection screen do the following:
   i. Go to Start -> System Setup -> Display
2. In the dialog box that appears, choose “user defined display settings”.

3. In the pop-up box, choose the resolution of your choice. Click OK. It will prompt you to restart your terminal. After you restart, the screen size will be adjusted and you can connect to the Citrix system as usual and your preferred screen resolution will be set.